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Are you about to design in a new setting,
for users other than yourself?
Pick a card and do the prompt.
Remember, culture shock can happen across the globe, 
across the street, and across the room




Feedback
- Not used individually if no incentive to
- Differentiate action cards with reflection cards
- Don’t differentiate Before/During/After so categorically
- Make it into an app
To do
- Focus groups with student orgs
- Consulting with community engagement leaders
- Consulting with (graphic) designers
- Iterative re-design
- Test in a real setting
Focus group - 50min - 4-9 students - 5 sessions
● Personal experience - 15min
○ How do you prepare for your design/volunteer experience? What resources do you 
wish you had? What could have enhanced your experience? - group discussion
○ Describe an “aha” moment you have had when travelling/when designing - individual
● Present the cards, their objective - 10min
○ Initial feedback - how and why would you use them? - group discussion
● Break into two groups
○ How would you change the design? - 10min
○ Evaluate a prompt - individual - 5min
○ Write your own prompts and name the cards - 10min

